Ascended Masters
These use the Judgment Call of Jesus to enact suffering upon
others. These use the Dweller Call of Jesus to enact suffering upon
oneself. They do not see the Judgment or Dweller Call as love but as a
weapon. You see the pinchers that the whip scorpion has? It is armed
with tools of war.
The "Whip scorpion" is a demon in which he has taken on the
habits of this demon having imitated others.
This way of the whip scorpion is not of Christ Church or mission.
The ways of this demon must be removed by communities consciously.
They must read scripture and find the love of Jesus, the mission to love
one another. These have not shown that they know the mission. They
have these ways of persecution yet and this has never been the
mission. These demons came into Christ community and have since
lodged in some that need the exorcism and with others, lodged in their
thinking as a mission and purpose that they will continue of outpicture
these demons unless they consciously remove these habit patterns and
behavior.
These see the Blue Ray as the black ray. They do not know El
Morya. They do not recognize him, they do not seek to learn of the
Ascended Master El Morya. We can say, sing to El Morya, you do not
know him, why not sing then. They do not sing. They hold on to their
demons in pride. They think themselves above the others. They are not
humble to look for the divine Chohan. They are the ones who think a
high opinion of themselves and are confident not in scripture but in their
own human opinion.
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We have shown you that when you are in the presence of such a
demon, you do not give the Judgment or Dweller Call as intended as an
abiding peace of the Prince of Peace. It is given in fear. These practice
bigotry, prejudice, "we" against "them." We are chosen and special and
you are not. In the SPP (Suern Persecution Priests) or inquisition
persecutions, it was saying, you are the chela, we are the guru. In not
broadcasting the decrees to the field for many years though others
voted for it, it is the attitude that the altar belongs to the few and others
should work harder to become a staff member if they want to enjoy the
benefits.
One of the characteristics of this spider is that though it be a
spider only, it is considered a scorpion to sting, to do damage. It has a
whip as its tail.
Some see the teachings as this demon. Throughout the student
body, you find some think these teachings are about fallen ones,
judging fallen ones, fighting fallen ones. These are suspicious of who
are the fallen ones in their midst. They practice the blacklisting of
others. They write entire series of books on fallen ones and evil. They
resist removing these offensive books that more than one Ascended
Master has asked to be removed. They are not the Everlasting Gospel in
tone, in vibration, as they think. These think the Messenger calls for the
final-and-physical judgment that was intended to move a cycle to the
9:00 to be warlike and cheer at exterminations.
They do not know what is the Christ mission. They do not go and
find out what it is either what is the commandment given by Jesus, love
one another.
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